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SUMMARY
This research is an analysis of movie, Split, directed by M. Night Shyamalan, using Maslow's Hierarchy of Needs Theory.

BACKGROUND
Everyone basically have desire to achieve recognition by the 5 multilevel needs. There is ambition that encourages the Hierarchy of Needs.

METHODS
Quality types method is a study of interpretative or analysis by collecting data in the form of literature text from the movie and script: Split by M. Night Shyamalan as a primary source. It is also supported by some literature relating to the theory concept suitable as secondary source.

RESULT OF THE RESEARCH
Through the intrinsic approaches we know that the characterization of Kevin Wendell Crumb's alter-personality is Tough, Protector, Leader, Neat, Calm, and savage. The setting of this movie makes Kevin's alter-personalities wanted to fulfill their desire to get recognition from people. Through the extrinsic approach we can know that Kevin’s alter-personalities finally successful in fulfilling their desire. They evolve to The Beast at the end of the story to achieve recognition form people out there.
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